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Guiding Excerpts and Questions

Rinaldo, Rachel. “Envisioning the Nation: Women Activists, Religion, and the Public 
Sphere in Indonesia,” Social Forces, 2007  86: 1782-1804. 

-General argument: Muslim women’s groups’ activism in the public sphere (what Rinaldo views 
as an increased feminization of the public sphere) reflect larger debates on what the relationship 
between religion and the state should be. Increasing role of Islam in the public sphere provides 
religious women with a platform to facilitate their involvement in national debates. This has 
implications for women’s activists in other Muslim-majority countries.

-“This article extends the literature on women and religion by examining Muslim women’s 
engagements in the public sphere. Moreover, rather than focusing on the differences between 
secular and Muslim women activists, I  investigate the more subtle but crucial distinctions 
between Muslim women activists in order to show how different religious interpretations have 
varied implications for women’s activism” (1783).

-According to your understanding and take on the article, how are the challenges that 
these Muslim women’s groups are struggling to overcome tied to religious interpretation? 
Are the challenges wholly dependent on interpretations of religious texts?

-“…[citing Deniz Kandiyoti], relationships between religion and the state have consequences for 
how religion is understood, as well as for gender and women’s movements. For example, is 
religion a discourse of opposition to a secular state that stresses women’s rights as an essential 
part of modernity, as in Turkey? Or do more liberal interpretations of religion emerge in the 
shadow of a religious state that positions women as second class citizens, as in Iran?” (1784)

-How do you think Rinaldo is  conceptualizing religion in this paragraph?  When we 
include gender in the debate on religion’s place in the public sphere, does it ever affect 
how we conceptualize the word religion?

-“Muslim women’s organizing is helping to feminize and democratize the Indonesian public 
sphere by involving women in political debates and expanding the range of legitimate actors. It 
therefore represents the rise of pious women as new public actors. Yet this is a task which has 
only  just begun…it  is  vital  to  remember that feminization  and  democratization  are not 
synonymous with equality” (1784-85).
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-What definition of public sphere and democratization is Rinaldo working with in this 
section and throughout the article?  Why would feminization and democratization not 
necessarily  be  synonymous  with  equality?  What  are  your  thoughts  on  the 
relationship/correlation/disconnect between the two ideas?

-Go over differences between PKS and Fatayat

-“While few PKS  women call themselves women’s rights activists, they think women have a 
place in politics. They argue that gender inequality arises from an incomplete understanding of 
Islam. Kadira, a well-known PKS  legislator, told me that women are sometimes marginalized 
because Islam is still ‘in the process’ in Indonesia. She explained, ‘We have to distinguish how 
the historical process gives an understanding of Islam that is not yet finished…’ …PKS  women 
believe that Islam emphasizes women’s domestic roles, but it does not preclude other roles. Yulia 
explained, ‘I am convinced that men and women have the same tasks in life. This is written in 
the Qur’an…We have to help each other. Women continue to have a major portion in bringing up 
the children’ ” (1789).

-“The most important explanation used by Fatayat women is the contextual argument made by 
Muslim reformists worldwide. Influenced by activist-scholars such as Fatima Mernissi  and 
Rifaat Hassan, contextualists argue that while the Qur’an was transmitted directly from Allah to 
Muhammad, the Hadiths and Fikh include the writings of scholars over centuries. Therefore, not 
only interpretation, but historical analysis, is necessary to understand the religion.” “…. Fatayat 
members, arguing that the meaning of the Qur’an is  open to interpretation, seek to define 
women’s rights within an Islamic framework.” (1791).

-How does the idea that complementary roles of men and women should govern the 
social order conflict with some of Fatayat’s ideas related to the role of men and women in 
society?  Is  it possible for such conflicting ideas to be reconciled? Are their potential 
overlaps in the way that both organizations could come to view gender or the role of 
women in society?

-“…For Fatayat women Shariah is a matter of a public piety based on ideals of equality and 
justice rather than collective morality…In contrast, PKS  women are relatively sanguine about 
efforts to promote Shariah in the provinces, and PKS  helped craft the pornography legislation. 
PKS women argue that the state should use Islam as a guide for legislation” (1794). 

-How are the two groups arguing for different roles of Shariah within society? How is 
religion in turn conceived of through these two arguments (i.e. as a set of guidelines for 
morality, set of guidelines for governing human action in a different way)?

-With respect to the debate on abortion: “While women in Fatayat are not eager to support 
abortion, they are genuinely concerned that the strict laws cause unsafe abortions. However, 
women in PKS opposed attempts to revise abortion laws. When they spoke about abortion, they 
focused on the link between abortion and sexual morality…In public discourse, PKS  activist 
often link abortion to another moral concern, pornography. In its original form, the pornography 
bill would have outlaws public kissing and women wearing bikinis at the beach” (1796).
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-What are the implications of treating these kinds of issues (abortion, pornography)—in 
terms of women’s activism and in terms of the conception of the state—as issues related 
to the moral well-being of the individual?

-“The fact that the pornography bill became such a significant political issue demonstrates the 
influence of both Fatayat and PKS. With its basis in a conservative interpretation of Shariah, the 
bill begged the question: what kind of nation-state is Indonesia—a predominantly Muslim nation 
with a neutral state or a Muslim nation-state?...Yet more important than the outcomes of these 
debates I  the fact that Muslim women activists take public positions on both sides of such 
issues…And though gender is the terrain on which these debates occur, women are not merely 
acted upon, nor do they figure only as symbols. As  is  especially clear in the abortion and 
pornography examples, the ideas expressed by the women of Fatayat and PKS  are part of the 
framing of such debates precisely because of their growing involvement in the public sphere” 
(1797).

-How are women generating ideas of social morality and nationhood?  What are the 
implications of having the debate on women’s rights become subsumed under larger 
debates about the state and religion? Can we look at these women’s efforts as gendered 
all the time?

Jamal, Amina. “Feminist ‘Selves’ and Feminism’s ‘Others’: Feminist Representations of 
Jamaat-e-Islami Women in Pakistan.” Feminist Review, 2005  81: 52-73. 

-The general argument is: “In Pakistan, as in many other societies, politico-religious movements 
or so-called Islamist fundamentalist movements are becoming an important site for women’s 
activism…to promote agendas that seem to undermine women’s autonomy. This has become a 
concern for a growing  feminist literature which from a variety of political and theoretical 
positions seeks to understand and explain the subject-position of Muslim women as politic-
religious activists. This paper attempts a deconstructive reading of texts by leading Pakistani 
feminist scholars as they attempt the difficult process of steering between fundamentalism and 
Orientalism in their accounts of ‘fundamentalist’ women in the political ideological space of 
Pakistan” (Jamal 52).

-“Pakstiani feminist scholars appear to be rethinking the assumed dichotomy of secular and 
religious in women’s lives, thereby bringing into question a tradition of women’s activism which 
had upheld secular modernity as the route to women’s empowerment” (53).

-What are the potential limitations of working with categories like secular and religious? 
How does Jamal’s article try to problematize these terms within the context of women’s 
activism?

-“Women’s activism in religious rightwing movements anywhere (whether Hindu, Christian, 
Jewish, or Islamic) poses theoretical and political dilemmas for feminists at the national and 
transnational levels. For  feminists attempting to theorize Muslim women’s mobilization in 
politico-religious parties these issues become further problematic because of the contradictory 
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ways in which the notions of ‘Muslim women’s freedom’ are being invoked and mobilized in the 
latest world order” (54).

-What are some of the possible tension that may emerge between movements that are 
more oriented towards state-based agendas (and which also evoke religious discourses) 
when it comes to issues most affecting women and those that try to call for a greater 
reform of state policies towards women? 

-“I would like to propose that alongside the conventional images of veiled Muslim women there 
is another emergent image of the willfully veiled Muslim woman as compromised activist. While 
in  the traditional  version  of  Orientalism the veiled Muslim  woman is  constructed as the 
oppressed victim of the barbarity of Muslim men and Islamic religion, in the latest construction 
she is problematized as an enigmatic Other who defiantly negates Western liberal notions about 
social development and secular modernity” (55). 

-How does this speak to ideas about cultural relativism?  By  always focusing in on 
particular symbols, practices as gendered and as always linked/relevant to women’s 
movements, do we hyper-culturalize women’s  strategies—do  we otherize them too 
much?

-“Minoo Moallem (who focuses on Islamic women’s activism in post-revolutionary Iran) argues 
that feminism, in its dominant Western egalitarian mode, and Islamic fundamentalism are neither 
uniquely secular nor religious phenomena, nor are they internally homogeneous discourses and 
practices. Instead, she suggests that we understand both forces as competing cultural attempts to 
deal with individual and communal identities, in the global and local conditions of modernity…
Moallem delineates similarities between the two discourses such as their critique of a global, 
rationalist,  and  universalist  order,  their  opposition  to  the  sexual  objectification  and 
commodification  of  women’s  bodies,  their  rejection  of  the  public/private  divide  in  the 
relationship  between individual  and community, the claim to transnationalism in  reaching 
members beyond the boundaries of the nation-state and their emphasis on women’s subjectivity 
and participation” (55-56).

-What do you think of these proposed overlaps? Do you think that these kinds of overlaps 
sow the potential for groups like the women of Jamaat and Pakistani feminist scholars to 
come together? If so, along what points? What are the potential limitations of this? 

-“Although  they  often resort to Islamic  texts  for  support on  particular  positions,  liberal 
progressives in Pakistan tend to identify themselves as ‘secular,’ meaning that they advocate the 
separation of religion from politics. In  defense of their secular position Pakistani feminist 
scholars have attempted both to recuperate women’s activism as a part of the nationalist anti-
colonial project (e.g. see Mumtaz and Shaheed, 1987) and to de-legitimate the monopolistic 
claims of politico-religious parties on cultural authenticity (Jahangir and Jilani, 1990; Said Khan, 
1994; Rouse, 1996). Thus, they tend to refer to all those who espouse a religious rightwing 
agenda as a ‘fundamentalist’ using this term sometimes as a category of analysis (Rouse, 1996) 
but more often deploying it in its usage popularized by Western/global media as a de-legitimated 
Islamic position when contrasted with progressive or modern Islam/Muslims. Therefore, for the 
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same reason that the use of ‘fundamentalist’ is  rejected as a term of self-identification by 
politico-religious groups such as Jamaat-e-Islami, it is  widely  used by secular feminists in 
Pakistan to reflect their understanding of Fundamentalism as the mobilization of Islam to 
promote particular political ends” (57).

-What are the implications for trivializing the efforts of women whose work might fall 
under the “fundamentalist agenda”?  Can you think of other examples where certain 
movements/groups  refer  to  other  movements/groups  using  a  particular  term  and 
characterizing the group in a way that does not reflect the complexity of their work? How 
is this a way for activist agendas to construct their own identities?

-What happens when groups with diverging viewpoints continue to draw on similar 
language, discourses, and oftentimes limiting categorizations to construct their identities? 
Does this mean that we should not discard these categorizations, which are influencing 
the decisions these orgs make and the literature they produce, and take the categorizations 
more seriously?

-“In appealing to a universalist modernity rather than a nationalist modernity against a nationalist 
tradition for Muslim women, elite women in Pakistan [during the 1980s during regime of Zia ul-
Haq)]were demonstrating what Mrinali Sinha (1999:208) has referred to as women’s ‘rhetorical 
invention’ of new subject-positions through appropriation of modernity at a particular moment. 
Sinha’s emphasis on rhetoricity allows us to proceed beyond the discursive theories of subject 
constitution and is thus especially important in analyses of feminist projects in Muslim societies 
which, as discussed above, are always threatened by accusations of cultural and ideological 
contamination. She urges us to pay particular attention to the ‘rhetorical dimension’ in struggles 
over modernity in order. ” (60).

-How do women activists draw upon the socio-historical moment of the present to 
enhance their objectives and goals or show their relevance? How do they do this through 
the  language  they  use  in  literature  or  through  their  strategies?  How  are  these 
struggles/debates larger struggles over what it means to live in a modern society?

-“Thus, bourgeois women were able to challenge both secular and religious modernists by 
appealing  not simply  to the ideal  of  a modern Muslim nation-state but by  invoking  and 
appropriating discourses of universal human rights, democracy and global feminism and taking 
the nation to task against these ‘universal  standards.’ In  opting  for this  set of  ‘rhetorical 
choices’…Pakistani elite women are in a contradictory position through which they challenge 
Islamic cultural nationalism but also facilitate the Orientalist processes of Othering that are part 
of the contemporary unequal global order” (60).

-How can othering women’s activist movement potentially jeopardize goals for gender 
equity and equality? Can it?

-Points out that Shaheed and Mumtaz, secular feminists, point out the discord between the ideals 
and experience of Jamaat women, reflected in the arguments that the latter makes.  “They point 
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out that Jamaat women constantly reiterate that men should be the main economic providers for 
women and, at the same time, demand separate women’s universities and segregated places of 
work in order to accommodate the huge female workforce which though willing to work, does 
not want to work with men” (62).

-What are the implications of viewing goals that women have as necessarily gendered 
ones (i.e. as goals that are based on a conscious understanding of oneself as a woman and 
that have some sort of bearing on one’s identity as a woman)?

-“…Shaheed and Mumtaz view Jamaat women’s political activities as a sign of their passive 
submission to the directives of Jamaat men rather than active engagement with the public sphere. 
Thus, they argue that the rise of fundamentalist women in Pakistan should be seen merely as an 
adjunct of male religious parties rather than an autonomous form of activism for women since 
these women have not spoken out in support of women’s representation in the Assemblies nor 
other issues of ‘women’s rights.”

- What sorts of questions does this bring up with regards to women’s autonomy? 
-What do these kinds of demands reveal about the multi-dimensional realities that women 
in Pakistani society have to deal with today?
-What seem to be some of the tensions  between Shaheed and Mumtaz versus  the 
strategies of the Jamaat women?

“…in their initial analysis, Shaheed and Mumtaz did not consider Jamaat women’s activism as 
deserving of consideration by feminists as a subject-position in its own right but saw these 
women as simply the site of a battle between fundamentalist men and elite women in Pakistan. 
At this point in their analysis…Shaheed and Mumtaz seem to suggest that women’s subjectivity 
can be understood empirically as a direct consequence of the material conditions of their life or 
as a psycho-social response to these conditions. This is uncomfortably close to the concepts of 
social anomie or psychic dislocation that colonial modernity theorized as ‘deculturation’ or the 
subject’s inability to cope with the demands of modern life manifested in incomprehensible 
behavior (e.g. see Loomba, 1998). It thus replicates the reductive tendencies of a tradition versus 
modernity framework whose explanatory potential has been shown to be limited” (63).

-What are the potential problems in using tradition versus modernity as a framework to 
understand women activists’ efforts and discourses?

-What are some points of overlap between this article and Rinaldo’s piece? How would Rinaldo 
respond to some of the arguments of Jamal and vice versa? What would they say with regards to 
each other’s views on the reasons the women’s activist groups diverge from one another?

Le Renard, Amélie. “ ‘Only for Women:’ Women, the State, and Reform in Saudi Arabia.” 
Middle East Journal, 2008  62: 610-29. 

-General argument is:
-Strict segregation of women in Saudi cities has been implemented increasingly with 
increasing urbanization and as state’s authority has spread throughout the country in 
recent years
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-segregation has led to increased development of a strictly female sphere of activities, led 
by women and reinforced by women on their own terms and using their own discourses
-state institutions have distinguished women as a separate category of people which 
women also subscribe to
-contemporary forms of sex segregation are inseparable from the state’s development

-“This  segregation  often  has  been  perceived  as  ‘traditional.’ However,  reference  to  the 
‘traditional’ or  ‘conservative’ character of  Saudi  society  does  not help us  understand the 
persistence and consolidation of sex segregation. It is not at all evident that the strict frontier 
separating  men and women, inscribed in  the law as necessary  and compulsory, has  been 
weakened following the development of the state…” (610).

-Why is using the paradigm of what is “traditional” and what is “modern” not particularly 
useful for understanding the increased institutionalized/formalized segregation of women 
in society? Do you think it is useful to use this framework?

-“Sex segregation will be studied on different levels, as this organization is daily produced and 
reproduced by women. This is why it is important to highlight the ways in which Saudi women, 
targeted by this categorization, are practicing this category daily, justifying it, and using it to 
arrange an autonomous space for themselves—an increasingly widened and diversified space for 
female socialization” (610).

-Is  sex segregation something to be recognized as a legitimate space for women’s 
activities when women are reinforcing it themselves and practicing it on a daily basis?

-“…the segmentation of Saudi society into different spaces, where access is restricted either to 
men or to women, should not be confused with a division between a male public sphere (for 
production) and a female private sphere (for reproduction). This paradigm does not correspond to 
contemporary Saudi society, given that exclusively female public spaces exist, such as schools, 
universities, charitable organizations, women’s administrations, government offices, and shops. 
In fact, the strict segregation between women and men’s workplaces and socializing spaces has 
been instituted legally and perpetuated through a discourse on modernization, including specific 
laws, since the 1960s. This process differs from what has generally happened in other countries 
in the region, where the rise of paid work for women in the cities has engendered the entry of 
women into a pre-existing male public sphere and the gradual decline of the frontiers between a 
(female) private sphere and a (male) public sphere where women would have to prove 
themselves to be accepted. In Saudi Arabia, the barriers separating male and female spaces are 
solidifying while female spaces are becoming increasingly wide and diversified, ranging far 
beyond the private sphere.” (612).

-How is Renard problematizing what it means to be in a public and private sphere in the 
context of Saudi Arabia? Why is this important to recognize? How is the situation in 
Saudi Arabia not readily explained through conventional frameworks for understanding 
what is public and private and tradition and modern?

Institutionalization of Sex Segregation:
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-spread of  Saudi  state’s  authority  and bureaucracy, followed by  oil  boom, have enriched 
population, give rise to greater urbanization and decline of women’s work.
-large numbers of rural women who used to work in the fields to earn money or through crafts as 
well as Bedouin women, participated in family activities like camel and sheep breeding.
-But once in the city, this was no longer necessary; men’s salaries enough to provide for the 
family; imported goods were cheaper than local crafts products; thus decline of women’s work 
within the city and the development of a segregated female sphere, whose sustenance requires 
much money from the state.

-“My point is not to pretend that the Saudi state has invented spatial segregation between men 
and women, but rather to show how it has imposed and institutionalized the principle of 
organization in a specific manner, where as previously customs, social conventions, and judicial 
principles were flexible, changing and highly diversified across regions and social groups, each 
marked by a different history and diverse influences, and following different Islamic judicial 
schools. Spatial segregation and various  state rules concerning women have contributed to 
defining Saudi women as a unified category encompassing their different origins and groups of 
belonging” (613).

-What does  this  tell  us  about the potential  implications  of  the consolidation  and 
centralization of state power and the other factors involved in women’s contemporary 
realities? Is it productive to make a judgment about what may have been a better situation 
for women (i.e. before the state’s efforts towards consolidation of power or after?)

-From the 1960s, state acquired more influence over lives of individuals and families who were 
supposed to make up the “new” Saudi society; educated institutionalized the separation between 
sexes at the same and opened a legitimate public space for women to carry out different kinds of 
activities
-instead of being dispersed along different houses, would be able to gather  in one place, seeing 
not only members in their families, but coming face to face with other women from other social 
groups, backgrounds, and ways of life.
-“The 160th article of the work law, established in 1969, bans mixed workplaces. It thus restrains 
women’s choices concerning paid work—but at the same time, it legitimizes the fact that women 
work outside the home, a possibility which was henceforth officially mentioned” (614). 

-How does this excerpt strike you? Is this a good argument to show that women have 
been offered new opportunities  with increased institutionalization of  sex-segregated 
spaces?

Sex Segregation in a Global City:

-space in Riyadh is sexualized; each space has a certain set of implicit or explicitly stated codes 
in terms of who is/is not allowed to enter; in most cafes entry is forbidden to women by custom.
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-Bans not considered obvious are mentioned on the entrance door; spaces dedicated to families 
are implicit, because they are forbidden to single men, but explicitly  forbidden to women 
unaccompanied by a man, through a sign: “Unaccompanied women not allowed.”

-But this ban has not been that respected by women.

-In family restaurants, boxes conceal one “family” from another (a private space transplanted 
within a public one) (615).

-What does this concern with space tell us about how public and private are conceived of 
in the Saudi context –  at least by the government?

-“Such a division between male and female places is only possible because of modern means of 
communication: the phone, the Internet, and videoconferencing. Without them, and without the 
economic means their intensive utilization requires, the development of a separate women’s 
space for professional activities, however limited, could not be envisaged. At the university, 
classes through closed-circuit television have existed since the 1970s…” (616).

-“Nor should the spread of the ‘abaya (long black overcoat) across Saudi Arabia be understood 
as the simple conservation of a traditional dress. In  many regions, it is  a relatively  recent 
phenomenon, a symbol of national identity based on a specific implementation of Islam, thus 
linked to the expansion and development of the Saudi state, rather than a symbol of custom…” 
(616).

-How does this complicate our understandings of tradition and modernity to explain 
women’s contemporary realities?
-What is an argument for those who claim that arguments like are apologetic towards 
women’s  contemporary challenges towards progress?  Is  it productive to view these 
developments, as new as they might be, in that way? 

-“The ‘abaya is not worn the whole day; it works rather as a passage through the mixed public 
space, between the different women’s spaces and the private space” (616).

-How are the public and private demarcated in the Saudi context and how does this differ 
from the way some of the other articles understood private and public?

-“On the one hand, state reforms regarding women are not compulsory, but rather depend on the 
family’s choice: in the end, it is the legal guardian who decides to give or withhold consent to his 
daughter’s education, work, or, to mention a more recent example, to a woman’s possession of a 
personal identity card. In general, every initiative a woman might take is dependent upon her 
legal guardian’s agreement. Thus, due to state policies, women have broken out of the domestic 
sphere and entered a public female sphere of activities, but only on condition of their families’ 
agreement” (617).

-Can women’s  increased present without different public spheres be realized solely 
through state-imposed measures?
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-How are the boundaries between state and family (and the networks of power in both) 
being problematized and made more blurry through measures like sex-segregated spaces 
and women’s inclusion within them?

The National Dialogue on Women

-cycle of national debates organized by the government—third national dialogue held in Medina 
and composed of 70 participants, half of whom were female.

-women’s rights and duties; women and work; women and education; women and society
-invited participants were elite women-professors, physicians, leaders  of  social  and 
religious foundations and associations
-papers written on: image of women in textbooks, problems poor women in SA  face; 
psychological effects of domestic violence
-debates limited between those who claimed to be “with” women and for their increased 
participation in society and those who oppose any change including women’s work 
outside the home (618).

-Recommendations were published: reaffirm duty of women as side by side with men in 
conservation of family unit; also said they had a right to work and earn a living within limits 
defined in the Qur’an and Sunna:

-“A  common  feature of  these recommendations  is  that they  do  not question  sex 
segregation but rather reinforce it by suggesting the creation of more specific institutions 
for women. It corresponds to the opinions expressed in the interviews with elite women: 
even if some of them envisage the end of sex segregation in the long term or are 
theoretically against this spatial organization, in the contemporary context, they would 
rather ask for the creation of more female institutions, such as tribunals within which 
women could defend their rights (especially in divorce cases) means of transport for 
women, and more segregated workplaces, etc.” (619).

-How does this strike you—that women would actively recommend continuing sex-
segregated spaces but being able to take on increasingly influential roles within them? 
How do we reconcile this with other ideas related to what women’s progress in different 
public spheres would look like?

-“The dialogue appears to have been aimed at making public a debate under the aegis of the 
state, a process through which women are now recognized by the state as a specific category of 
the population with specific problems to be discussed within state institutions rather than at 
launching  new measures. Its  effects have been to institutionalize this  debate, to designate 
problems  pertaining  to a category,  and to appoint female elites  considered legitimate to 
symbolize this category. They are supposed to represent women as a category; but I would rather 
say that the symbolize women for two reasons. First, they are not elected, but designated as 
representatives  by  state  institutions,  and  second,  they  are  not  endowed  with  effective 
prerogatives” (619).

-What does this tell us about claims to speak on behalf of women? What does it mean to 
represent others’ choices?  What are the limitations of this kind of an approach? Is  it 
enough that the state made public a dialogue on these issues and how might we reconcile 
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the idea of on the one hand making more public the challenges women face but in the 
process also strengthening the categorization of women?

-Elite women solicited as consultants for the consultative council to the government expressed 
disappointment about their  roles; they were not really  informed about the council’s  final 
decisions:  “Through  the recent discourse of  reform, the government tries  to make state 
institutions appear to be integrating diverse “groups” that used to be marginalized in order to 
renew the state’s legitimacy. Concerned ‘groups,’ designated as such, are now consulted, in a 
strictly  defined framework, before decisions  are made. The integration of elite women as 
consultants and experts, who are supposed to symbolize Saudi women as a category and to be 
able to talk about their specific problems, is  a change in the regime’s organization. More 
precisely, it is indicative of a process of authoritarian consolidation, renewing the modalities of 
elites’ integration and the regime’s legitimization…Elite women’s participation occurs in strictly 
defined frameworks, as has been shown previously, and was denounced by some interviewees as 
mere window dressing. ” (621)

-Do these new measures taken by the state simply reflect new ways the regime seeks to 
legitimize itself?  (Same question as above applies).

-More recently, increase in Saudi female preachers; a new phenomenon of women being able to 
study the religious sciences (was not allowed before), and thus gain the same  kinds of 
knowledge men are, but in segregated spaces; sometimes religious activities allow women to 
achieve an emancipation from domestic duties and to have their own commitments in another 
field and another space. (623).

-When we think of women’s progress, do we think of women’s emancipation from 
something?  Should it be conceived of as the ability to move one sphere of social 
interaction to another sphere of social interaction (the ability of women to do that)? 

-Mentions that in the contemporary period, female preachers do not contest official discourse 
about women espoused by the state, which they say is more favorable to them than custom: “But 
although their discourse stays confined within the boundaries of the category of ‘women’ and 
does not clearly contest the established order, their practices reveal their personal commitment 
and some emancipation vis-à-vis their families. With a deep knowledge of religious matters, 
women shape certain spaces of religiosity and sociability in their image, redefine the pious to 
assert themselves as subjects and to claim rights—even limited ones—in  a context where 
religious language, to a great extent, monopolizes debates” (624).

-How does this  view overlap with other women who would like more power and 
decision-making influence within certain sex-segregated spaces transplanted in public 
spaces, like the university faculty, chambers of commerce, firms? 

-Either they have asked for greater power in decision-making and more autonomy for 
female sections within mixed institutions or for creation of independent spaces and firms 
only for women where women make up the hierarchy—they do not question spatial 
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organization based on sex-segregation but aim at its appropriation by women willing to 
take advantage of it? (628).

-What are the potential benefits of this type of configuration? What are the implications 
of reproducing this type of configuration and not seeking to change the idea of sex-
segregation itself? Do we see these kinds of configurations in our societies?

-Important point: female sphere of activities should not be idealized as a space of 
autonomy and solidarity between women; there are relationships of power between 
women and women and men in all of these spaces; there are also issues of foreign 
workers, how to train and hire young women, etc.

 -Any overlaps/divergences from previous two articles?

Othamn, Norani. “Muslim women and the challenge of Islamic 
fundamentalism/extremism: An overview of Southeast Asian Muslim women’s struggle for 
human rights and gender equality.” Women’s Studies International Forum, 2006  29: 339-53. 

-“…The only  interpretation that dominates society is  still  a traditionalist (non-historicised) 
interpretation that often discriminates against women. Muslim women cannot reject shari’ah as it 
would be seen as rejecting their heritage, their identity, and often, when they question some 
aspects or dimensions of shari’ah, they will be accused of rejecting their religion” (339).

-How explanatory is this statement in describing the causes of women’s challenges?

-“It must be noted that contemporary Muslim women also sometimes participate in the kind of 
oppositional politics that unwittingly support or result in the curtailment of rights or social 
equality of Muslim women” (341).

-How does this argument speak to Jamal’s argument about the politics of women’s 
activist agendas?

-“The Islamic fundamentalist or political Islamist movements in Malaysia are no different, either 
in their ideological constructs or in their social or political aspirations, from most other Islamic 
movements in  Arab countries. These movements strive to Islamise society by imposing a 
collective  enforcement  of  Islamic  public  morals…They  seek  to  organize…through  the 
implementation of what they deem as ‘truly Islamic’ or ‘authentic Islamic values.’ Their targets 
for this project of ‘Islamisation’ are first and foremost women—women’s rights and status in the 
family and society—and woman’s body. The control of women, their social roles, movements 
and sexuality form the core of the Islamic fundamentalist’s view of gender roles and relations in 
the ‘pristine Islamic society and state’ which they seek to establish”

-What does the author seem to mean by “Islamize” ; what do we mean when we use the 
term? Is this a fair way to describe Islamic fundamentalist’s views of gender roles? How 
would Jamal respond to this argument?
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-“Not surprisingly, deeply embedded in this fundamentalist view of the secondary or subordinate 
status of women is  the implicit assumption of her inferior and unstable moral being. The 
regulation and control of woman’s body, her presence in the public space and thus her social 
roles, are also based on the notion of her as a constant sexual threat to men. Women are believed 
to be sexually active, if not aggressive—i.e. within the concept of the femme fatale—who cause 
men to lose their self-control, rationality and succumb to temptation and disorder (fitna)” (343)

-What are the types of correlations made between public space and social roles—how are 
women positioned as constant sexual threats to men? 

-“We find in Muslim and other developing societies, which were once under western colonial 
rule, a common post-colonial phenomenon of the reassertion of an ‘authentic cultural identity’. 
This assertion of ‘going back to one’s cultural roots’ that are claimed to have been suppressed or 
unduly supplanted by western ideas and practices since colonial days seem to characterize many 
post-colonial  social  movements  especially  when  they  are led, inspired  or  dominated by 
traditional or religious cities” (343).

-Can this kind of claim be made across Muslim-majority societies? Are the claims of the 
fundamentalists based on a return to “authentic cultural identity”? How do we distinguish 
what is placed within discourses as a form of mobilization and what is actually informing 
the objectives of different groups like fundamentalists?

-“In the case of Malaysian Muslims, the imposition and importation of Islamic fundamentalist 
ideology and practices is also coterminous with the delegitimation of Malay or local culture and 
tradition. The Malay indigenous cultural identity has been gradually displaced and replaced with 
‘Arabised’ cultural modes and codes. The irony here is  that traditional Malay customs are 
gradually being replaced by these politicized versions of an Arabised Islamic society.” 

-What does it mean for something to be Arabised? What is the productivity in saying 
this? 

“Seldom in the debate for the pursuit of an ‘Islamic state’ does one hear Islamists seriously 
pondering over issues of a realistic endeavor to fulfill and manifest the principles of equality, 
justice and fairness for all citizens in their model or blueprint of an ‘Islamic state.’ Rather 
Muslim  practices  seem to lay  more emphasis  on  external  rather than on  internal  moral 
enforcement—on  precautionary  safeguards  and  punitive  laws  rather  than  on  ‘internal 
prohibitions’ and spirituality or engaging with social realities” (345).

-What is the risk in having certain assumed ideas of equality, justice, and fairness that are 
thought to be the “real” representations /meanings of those concepts. What are some 
initial steps for integrating different ideas of fairness?

-“Malaysians have, in  effect, mindlessly  delegated total and absolute responsibility for the 
interpretation and implementation of Islam to a tiny, often authoritarian, minority whose views 
and values are often contrary to the vision of Islam held by some Federal leaders and by the 
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silent majority of Malaysians, as well as what is best in the rich legacy of Islamic civilization” 
(347).

-What are your thoughts on Othman’s portrayal of Malaysian people?

-“Progressive Muslim scholars and intellectuals are often needed to help develop new religious 
interpretations and new bodies of knowledge as the foundation for building democratic culture, 
and promoting pluralism and social justice in one’s society”

-She seems to be positioning religious interpretation as what is at the core of women’s 
contemporary challenges; what are the potential problems with this?
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